
Annex D – Learning and Teaching Innovation Grants Proposal Template (Submission 
date: Monday 19 April 2010) 

Before You Complete This Template Read the ‘Guidance to Bidders Document’1, then Check: 
 Does your proposal duplicate existing JISC funded or planned work? 
 Is the work outlined in your proposal part of your core institutional remit? 
 Does your proposal include JISC funding for the development or purchase of learning material/learning 

content? 
 Is your proposal further developing an existing tool without evidence of significant demand from an 

identified community? 
 Does your proposal include JISC funding for software, licence or equipment purchase? 
 Is your proposal a direct resubmission of a previous bid to a JISC funded programme? 

If you have responded ‘Yes’ to any of the above questions, you should be aware that your bid 
will be considered out of scope for this call (see the information in Circular 4/08 for details). 
When completing the template, please do not: 
• submit overlong answers (note, you cannot “vire” words between answers); 
• include supplementary material (annexes, staff CVs, letters of support); 
• use images in an attempt to get around the word limit. 

 
Proposal Information 
This is the basic information that we need to process your bid and correspond with you regarding the 
assessment process: 

1.  What is the name of your proposed project?  
 This name may be changed at a later date. We will use this information to identify your bid during the 

assessment process. 
Transforming education through peer appraisal: an evaluation of educational software designs 

2.  What is the name of the institution leading this bid?    
University of Strathclyde 

3.  Who is the contact person for this bid?    
Professor David Nicol 

4.  What is the email address of the contact person?  
 Please check this address carefully, and ensure that the mail account will be checked regularly. 
d.j.nicol@strath.ac.uk 

5.  What is the amount of funding sought from JISC for this proposal? 
 Bidders can request up to £50,000. Smaller projects are welcome. 
£48320 

6.  Has a version of this proposal been submitted to any previous JISC programmes? 
 Though we will check this internally, projects should indicate where they are submitting a heavily revised bid 

to a previous call for proposals. Note that direct resubmissions of unchanged bids are not eligible. 

  Yes          No   X 

6a. If yes, please explain briefly. (200 words) 
 You should mention the programme the bid was made to, the feedback offered and the steps that have 

been taken to address this feedback. 
 

                                                  
1 http://www.jisc.ac.uk/fundingopportunities/funding_calls/2010/02/ltig5.aspx#downloads   
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Freedom of Information 
Please see http://www.ico.gov.uk for further information on the Freedom of Information Act and the 
exemptions to disclosure it contains. 
This FOI Withheld Information question is of indicative value only and JISC may nevertheless be obliged to 
disclose this information in accordance with the requirements of the Act. In answering this question you 
acknowledge that the final decision on disclosure rests with JISC. 
We also reserve the right to post details of this submission online, in order to support future rounds of this 
call. 

7.  We would like JISC to consider withholding the following sections or paragraphs of this 
proposal from disclosure, should the contents of this proposal be requested under the 
Freedom of Information Act, or if we are successful in our bid for funding and our project 
proposal is made available on the JISC website.  

N/A 

 
Project Description  
8.  Describe your proposed project in 3 sentences. Try to ensure that this gives a clear a description as 
possible of what your project intends to do. (80 words).
 
Higher education teachers acquire complex assessment skills by making hundreds of evaluative 
judgements about students’ assignments each year and by constructing personalized feedback on those 
assignments. If we want students to develop critical thinking and autonomy in assignment production then 
they should be provided with high-level evaluative experiences similar to those of teachers. This project will 
identify educational designs and evaluate software tools that support student peer-review processes, and 
will pilot-test these in different classroom scenarios. 
 

 
Material for Assessment  
These sections will comprise the part of the proposal that is assessed at stage one of the process (pre-
interview). You must adhere to the word limits indicated for each question. 

9.  What is the issue, problem or user need that your proposed project is addressing? (500 
words) Include a brief use case scenario(s) of the issue that your project is designed to meet. Which specific 
named community is being addressed by the project? What are the requirements for this?   
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The UK National Student Survey has shown that students are more dissatisfied with the feedback they 
receive than with any other aspect of course provision. As a result a great deal of HE work has been 
directed at improving teacher feedback and tools have been developed to support this (e.g. databanks of 
feedback comments). However, recent educational research shows that merely 'telling' students about the 
quality of their work through the provision of teacher feedback ultimately leaves some students unprepared 
for life beyond the university (Sadler, 2010; Nicol, 2010). Feedback as ‘telling’ does not help develop 
students’ own high-level evaluative skills in complex learning domains and it might even foster dependency 
on the teacher (Orsmond and Merry, 2010).   
 
If students are to become lifelong learners they must develop the skills to think critically and to appraise the 
quality of their own work both during and after its production. The most efficient way of developing these 
skills is by giving students regular opportunities to appraise the work of peers. Indeed, appraising the work 
of others is precisely how teachers develop the skills required to make evaluative judgements.   
 
In order to support the development of critical peer evaluation where student numbers are large, software 
support is essential.  At core, what is required is a tool that would allow students to submit an extended 
written assignment and for it to be distributed to a number of other students who would provide feedback 
comments on it in relation to defined criteria. After the feedback has been provided, the student who 
produced the assignment would receive all the comments from peers. There are however many ways in 
which peer review might be implemented with many of these involving elements of self-assessment: e.g., 
students might identify questions about which they would like feedback, they might produce criteria 
themselves for peer review, they might rate the feedback provided by peers or the ability to peer review 
might be calibrated before peer review begins.   
 
To date, the different ways of implementing peer evaluation have not been articulated nor is there a clear 
source for peer review software. Some systems are available but there is little information about their 
functionality, only a few are available to buy and there is no fully functioning open source system. 
Furthermore, tools to support peer evaluation are not fully developed within market leading VLEs. While 
some features are supported, these are often associated with grading rather than with appraisal and 
feedback processes, and hence they do not fit the requirements that we are interested in.  In summary, 
anyone wishing to implement peer evaluation - which is a highly powerful way of developing critical thinking, 
improving writing, developing graduate attributes and students’ evaluative skills – has little guidance about 
software options or about best educational methods of implementation. 
 
10.  How does the proposed project address the issue described above? (500 words) Include brief 
information on the potential for the project to be scalable, replicable (by other institutions in higher and further 
education) and the potential for sustainability beyond the funded period.
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Peer evaluation software would support a movement from teacher feedback to learners’ self-assessing and 
generating feedback on their own work and that of others. Making peer evaluation a major part of an 
undergraduate programme would radically transform learning. It would: 

• encourage more active engagement: producing feedback is more cognitively demanding than 
receiving it; 

• give students many opportunities to internalise and use assessment criteria, which is known to 
benefit learning; 

• expose students to different approaches to the same assignment, which would expand their 
repertoire and show them that quality can be produced in different ways;  

• provide students with learning experiences similar to those in professional practice where feedback 
comes from many sources; 

• develop critical evaluation skills enabling students to become better at judging the quality of their 
own work, a necessary skill for lifelong learning.  

 
This project has three phases. The first phase will involve the development of a set of educational scenarios 
for, and an evaluation of, existing software systems to support self/peer appraisal. The second phase will be 
a pilot implementation and evaluation of two systems in different disciplinary areas. The third phase will be a 
detailed report including an evaluation of requirements to integrate such systems into open source VLEs, in 
particular Moodle. 
 
Phase 1: 
A literature review on the educational models for peer review and an investigation of different software 
systems currently in use will be carried out. Core/optional software functions will be identified. The output 
will be a set of educational designs for peer review, software requirements and a mapping to systems 
currently available. In preparing this bid we have identified 10 systems: Aropa, Sparkplus, Calibarated Peer 
Review, PeerMark, Peer Pigeon, PeerWise, TaskStream, Computerised Peer Assessment, TeCTra and 
WebPA.  [This project will focus on peer review as a developmental process rather than peer assessment 
with students marking others’ work]. 
 
Phase 2 
Two systems will be selected and pilot-tested in two disciplines with over 200 students. We have agreement 
with senior staff in Design Engineering and in Geography. The actual choice of systems will be determined 
in Phase 1 but the intention would be to utilise systems that would enable us to test of contrasting peer 
review features. The implementation will be evaluated from an educational and user perspective examining 
input, educational process and output characteristics (e.g. satisfaction, learning benefits).   
 
Phase 3 
The educational, technical and user requirements of a useful peer review system will be specified and a 
user guide produced. 
 
Scalable, Replicable and Sustainable 
Technical scaleability will be established through evaluation of integration requirements. Pedagogic 
scaleability will be assessed through the mapping of functional features against a clear educational 
framework; other teachers can then map their own use-cases in the future. Sustainability will depend on the 
pedagogical value of peer review, the usefulness of the software and its integrated within VLEs.  That 
students might use such a system on their own, without teacher intervention, after being exposed to the 
benefits will also be evaluated.  
 
11.  What makes the proposed project innovative? (500 words) 
 In this section, bidders should carefully consider paragraphs 12 and 14 in Circular 4/08. 
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New Research on Feedback and Learning 
Currently we have little information about the full range of software that is available to support peer review 
and about which software would be most valuable based on current educational thinking.  The evidence 
base for this project draws from recent research showing that too much teacher feedback can make weaker 
students more dependent on teachers (Orsmond and Merry, 2009) and that producing feedback might be 
more beneficial to learning than receiving it as it is cognitively more demanding and engages students more 
actively in higher-order thinking (Nicol, in press).  
 
Mapping Educational and Software Support for Peer Review 
Although there is some isolated usage of peer review systems they are not mainstream and open source 
systems are not widely available. Also, many existing systems have been developed to support peer 
marking rather than peer feedback processes, which can be more difficult to implement. Yet the educational 
benefits of peer review are not in dispute (Sadler, 2010): it has great potential to develop in students the 
essential skills for employment and for life beyond HE, where they will invariably set goals and evaluate 
their own and others’ achievement of these goals. In addition, peer review is not only educationally valuable 
but with software support its use can lead to savings in staff time in feedback production. 
 
This project will not only establish what software is available and what developments are required within the 
HE sector to make peer review easy to implement but it will also map out an educational framework and 
provide examples for academics and departments wishing to implement peer review processes. This will be 
valuable for the whole HE community.  
 
Capitalising on US Developments in UK 
It is important to note that there is already some promising work on peer review in the US using Calibrated 
Peer Review software. Research suggests this software has produced learning benefits in some disciplines. 
The National Science Foundation supported the development of CPR but surprisingly, to our knowledge, no 
one is using this system in the UK, although it can be run freely from the US server. This project will 
investigate the possibilities for a UK hosting. 
 
Prior Research and Development 
Several JISC projects will inform this proposal. UKCDR (www.ukcdr.manchester.ac.uk/) provides a way of 
mapping the functionality and comparing different software systems. The REAP project (www.reap.ac.uk) 
has shown the benefits of assessment principles and of technologies to support the development of learner 
self-regulation. This project will build on REAP as it involves developing and testing what might be the core 
process behind the REAP principles (i.e. peer review). David Millard developed Peer Pigeon, a distribution 
engine for peer activities, with JISC funding (http://www.peerpigeon.ecs.soton.ac.uk/). Contact has been 
made with David and John Hamer (Aropa) who will advise this project. WebPA will be investigated although 
it primarily supports peer assessment during group working. This project also draws on the JISC-funded 
work on audio feedback (Optimising audio feedback, Aberystwyth) and on electronic voting (Feedback for 
All, Edinburgh).  
 
12.  Give brief details of the project timescale, project team, key work packages and outputs2. 

(500 words)   Note that all projects should last for one year, starting at the given start date. Outline details 
only of the project team and work packages are required, but you should list your proposed outputs in full. 

                                                  
2 Although aimed towards repository projects, bidders might find this recruitment toolkit helpful when planning a project 
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/themes/informationenvironment/recruitment.aspx 
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Project Team: The will comprise the Project Director (Professor David Nicol), the Project Manager 
(Catherine Owen or Rob Bellis), Software Analysts (Michael Hughes/Michael Aherne) and academic staff in 
the Geography and Design Engineering departments (course leaders are Dr Robert Rogerson and Dr Avril 
Thomson).    
 
Project start date: 1st July 2010 

Workpackages    Months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1. Preparation  x            
2. Develop educational designs  x x x x         
3. Define software requirements   x x x x x       
4. Pilot and evaluation     x x x x x x x x  
5. Reporting, dissemination &    x   x x x x x x x 
    user-guide              
              

Project start: 1st July 2010  
 
Workpackage 1: Preparation 
Objective: Develop detailed project plan, allocate roles and responsibilities and establish communication 
strategy. 
 

1. Develop project plan 
2. Clarify roles and responsibilities  
3. Establish web-site, Netvibes presence and reflective blog for sector-wide discussions 

 
Workpackage 2: Carry out literature review and produce range of peer review designs 
Objective: Scope educational requirements for peer review 
 

1. Identify current and specify future methods of peer review in relation to good educational practice 
2. Devise educational scenarios and criteria for implementation of peer review 
3. Write a range of use-case scenarios  

 
Workpackage 3: Define software requirements 
Objective: Map educational features to systems, establish user and interface requirements 
 

1. Identify and investigate peer review systems currently available 
2. Examine functionality against educational criteria and use-case scenarios 
3. Carry out desk research, telephone interviews or visits if required 
4. Consult with user base across HE community (through CETIS) 
5. Map out core and optional functions 
6. Produce initial report  

 
Workpackage 4: Pilot testing  
Objective: Pilot test peer review applications and evaluate  
 

1. Assemble participating teachers from two departments, geography and design engineering 
2. Carry out workshops to prepare them for use.  
3. Support implementation with undergraduate students in modules and evaluate.  
4. Identify refinements to educational designs and system requirements. 
5. Produce report 

 
Workpackage 5:  Reporting and disseminating and user-guide 
Objective: Produce and share outputs with HE/FE community 
 

1. Share findings at dissemination events (HELF, e-assessment SIG etc.)   
2. Produce user guide from an educational and software perspective 
3. Identify further work (i.e. software development required to support peer review in UK HE/FE sector)
4. Write final report 

 
Details on Outputs 

• Website documenting progress of project 
• Educational designs for peer review implementation 
• Features of an ideal peer review system (core and optional) 
• Summary of pedagogical, user and technical requirements 
• Evaluation of implementation and lessons learned 
• Any relevant technical documentation (e.g. source code and plug-ins) 
• Guide for those wishing to implement peer review: educational and software perspective 
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Budget Information 
13.  Please enter amounts for the entire year your project will run. (For directly incurred staff, 
please include details of staff member, grade and FTE under other information.) Please see 
Annex C of the circular document for an explanation of terms. 

Enter overall totals for each line of the budget where indicated. List staff members, FTEs or details of 
spending (etc) in the “Details” column. You will be given the opportunity to submit a full budget at the 
interview stage. Note that the purchase of hardware, licences or software is not permitted with JISC 
LTIG funds. 

 

 

   Amount £   Details:   
 a. Directly Incurred Staff:  13200  
 b. Directly Incurred Travel and 
Expenses:  

2000 Visits, attending programme meetings etc. 

 c. Directly Incurred 
Dissemination:  

5000 Organised events and conference and seminar 
presentations 

 d. Directly Incurred Evaluation:     
 e. Directly Incurred Other:  8000 Consultancy fees: 500 per day to tap into prior 

software developers advice (David Millard, John 
Hamer, Phil Davies, US developer) 

   
 f. Directly Allocated Staff:  21879  

 
 g. Directly Allocated Estates:  3000   
 h. Directly Allocated Other:    
   
 i. Indirect Costs:  11031   
   
 j. Total Project Costs:  64110   
 k. Amount Requested from 
JISC:  

48320   

 l. Institutional Contribution*:  15790  
* Note that bids that do not refer to an institutional contribution are ineligible for this funding. 
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